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V& Centers and Recombination Luminescence in Rubidium
Iodide and Sodium Iodide*
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V~ centers are introduced into both NaI and RbI by low-temperature irradiation of crystals containing
electron-attaching impurities. These centers are identiled by optical-absorption spectra and by the aniso-
tropic absorption of oriented centers. V~ centers are stable in NaI below about 58'K, and in RbI below
about 125'K. These temperatures permit an estimate of the thermal activation energy for migration of
the I2 as 0.15 and 0.32 eV, respectively. Recombination of electrons with Vz centers in both crystals
produces the "intrinsic" luminescence characteristic of the pure crystal. The connection with exciton states
is discussed briefly.

I. INTRODUCTION

'HE V~ center, or self-trapped hole, has been
identified in several alkali halides of the NaC1

structure. ' This center is a molecular ion of the form
X2 with an axis of symmetry along a (110)direction of
the crystal, and is stable only at low temperatures, e.g.,
below 105'K for KI. This defect is of particular
interest as it consists only of a localized charge deficiency
(a hole) with an associated lattice distortion, i.e., two
neighboring halides are pulled together along a (110)
direction. Recombination of an electron with a self-
trapped hole results in excited states which are thus
characteristic of the pure crystal lattice. The radiative
decay of these states has been shown to be responsible
for the intrinsic luminescence observed in several
"pure" alkali halides at low temperatures. ' '

The purpose of this paper is to report the observation
of stable V~ centers in rubidium iodide and sodium
iodide, and the luminescence resulting from the re-
combination of electrons with V~ centers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Crystals of nonactivated NaI and RbI, and activated
crystals of RbI(T1), RbI(Ag), NaI(Tl), and NaI(Eu)
were obtained from Harshaw and Semi-Elements.
Low-temperature irradiations and measurements of
absorption spectra, emission spectra, and excitation
spectra were performed with equipment and techniques
described previously. ' All measurements of emission
spectra have been corrected for the monochromator-
detector response function.

III. V~ CENTERS IN RUBIDIUM IODIDE
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centers in relatively high concentration it is necessary
to irradiate crystals containing an electron-trapping
impurity. We have used both RbI(T1) and RbI(Ag)
for this purpose. Most of the experiments were per-
formed with a crystal of RbI(T1) from Semi-Elements.
A Aame photometer analysis gave the thallium content
as 4X10 ' mole%. This crystal is referred to hereafter
simply as RbI(T1).

Irradiation of the RbI(T1) at liquid-helium tempera-
ture (LHT) with 1.7-MeV electrons results in optical-
absorption bands as shown in Fig. 1. The two most
prominent bands peak at 405 and 793 mp, . A distinct
shoulder on the long-wavelength side of the 405-mp
band is due to a band whose peak is estimated to lie
near 560 mp, . A very weak absorption is peaked near
1.1 p, . The peak wavelengths and relative intensities of
these four bands are nearly identical to the properties
of the Vz bands in KI, as identified by Delbecq eI, ut. '
and Hersh. 4 Another prominent radiation-induced band
occurs at 307 mp, and strong absorption is induced
below about 250 mp. These bands have not been
identified or studied further. The principal bands
discussed above are also introduced by irradiation at

We identify the Vz center in RbI by its optical-
absorption properties. In order to form stable V~
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FIG. 1. Radiation-induced absorption spectrum in RbI(Tl).
The crystal was irradiated and the spectrum was measured at
LHT.
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Fro. 2. Optical anisotropy induced by bleaching the crystal of
Fig. 1 with linearly polarized light (X=405 mp}, with electric vector
parallel to a (110) axis. Crystal was bleached and spectrum was
measured at I.HT.

400

TABLE I. Optical anisotropy produced by
bleaching with polarized light. '

Centers with
optical dipole

moments oriented
parallel to

(100)
(110)
(111)

Is anlsotl'opy
produced by

bleaching with
light polarized

parallel to $001j?

yes
yes
no

Is anisotropy
produced by

bleaching with
light polarized

parallel to L011$?

no
yes
yes

liquid-nitrogen temperature (LNT), although the
structure is somewhat obscured by the very strong Ii

band whose peak occurs at 731 mp. A crystal of RbI(T1)
exposed at LNT to the same radiation dose as that of
Fig. 1 exhibits an F-band optical density of I.2, and a
405-mp peak of optical density 0.43. It is noted that the
Fband is not even observed in Fig. 1.Thus, in RbI(T1),
the production eSciency for F centers is enormously
greater at LNT than at LHT.

As a further check on the identity of the I ion, the
optical anisotropy of the bands in Fig. 1 was studied.
After measuring the absorption spectrum of Fig. 1, the
crystal was bleached with linearly polarized light
(X=405 mti) whose electric vector was parallel to the
$011$ direction with propagation vector along t 100j.s
A distinct dichroism was readily induced, and the
optical anisotropy was measured and is shown in
Fig. 2. Optical amisotropy is here defined as ODr —OD»,
where OD~ is the optical density measured with polarized
light whose electric vector is perpendicular to that of
the bleaching light, and OD» is measured with electric
vector parallel to that of the bleaching light. The aniso-
tropic-absorption spectrum of Fig. 2 is very similar to
that of the I~ ion in KI, as reported previously. ' )0
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Additional information on the symmetry axis of the
center responsible for the spectrum of Fig. 2 was
obtained in a later experiment in which RbI(Tl) was
irradiated at LHT and then bleached at 405 mp with
light polarized parallel to the L001j direction. A
dichroic absorption was induced and the anisotropic
absorption spectrum was that of Fig. 2. These results
can be compared with Table I, which summarizes
whether or not an optical anisotropy will be induced for
centers with a given symmetry axis. Since an anisotropic
absorption was produced in both bleaching experiments
described, these results indicate a (110) symmetry axis.

Irradiation of a crystal of RbI(Ag) with 1.7-MeV
electrons at LHT introduces bands at 405 and 793
mp. A weak J' band occurs also on the short-wavelength
side of the 793-mp band. Bleaching with L011$polarized
light at 400 mp, produces an anisotropic absorption
which is the same as that of Fig. 2.

In view of the foregoing results, we conc1ude that Vg
centers are produced in rubidium iodide upon irradiation
at LHT, and are responsib1. e for the aforementioned
absorption bands.

In order to perform some of the luminescence experi-
ments to be described later, it is necessary to know at
what temperatures Vz centers are thermally stable. The
stability of the I2 against reorientation was measured

by recording the optical anisotropy due to-oriented V~
centers (oriented along L011]) in RbI(T1) while the
crystal was slowly warmed above LNT (heating rate
1.7'K per min). The results are plotted in Fig. 3,
showing a maximum slope in the neighborhood of
100'K. In a subsequent experiment, the absorption
coeKcient of V~ centers at 405 mp was followed as a
function of temperature, and was found to decay at a
maximum rate at about 125'K, This may be compared,
for example, with the analogous temperature of 105'K

a Taken from W. D. Compton and C. C. KIick, Phys. Rev. 110, 349
(1958).

5In all bleaching experiments and in all measurements of
dichroic absorption, the propagation vector was along the L100j
direction.
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FxG. 3. Optical anisotropy at 400 mp, , due to oriented I2 in
RbI(Tl), as the crystal is warmed at a rate ot 1.7' min '.
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Fxo. 4. (Top)—Radiation-induced absorption spectrum of
NaI(T1). The crystal was irradiated and the spectrum eras
measured at LHT. (Bottom) —Anisotropic-absorption spectrum
resulting from bleaching vrith linearly polarized light () =430 mp),
electric vector along a (110) axis of crystal

in potassium iodide. Previous studiese ~ of the thermaBy
excited reorientation and diQusion of VK centers in KI
showed that V~ motion is characterized by a jump
frequency of the form 8 exp( —E/kT), where the
activation energy E is 0.27 eV. If we make the reason-
able assumption that the pre-exponential factor S is
nearly the same for I2

—in RbI as in KI, then the
activation energy for V~ motion in RbI is approx-
imately 0.32 ev.

It is interesting to note that the irradiation of RbI(T1)
did not produce any measurable thallium perturbation
bands, 4 whereas they were clearly introduced by the
lrradlatlon of NRI(TI). Tllc band Rt 307 mlI of Flg. 1 ls
considerably wider than a thallium perturbation band,

Irradiation of a crystal of NaI(Tl) (3X10 ' mole %
thallium) at LHT with 1.7-MCV electrons results in an
absorption spectrum shown at the top of Fig. 4.
Bleaching at LHT with linearly polarized light (430 mII)
whose electric vector was parallel to [011$ results in
dlchrolc absol ptlon) Rnd the Rnlsotl oplc-Rbsorptlon
spectrum is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. Peaks in the
anisotropic-absorption spectrum occur at 880 and 432
mp. Similar experiments in NaI(Eu) give an anisotropic-
absorption spectrum which is indistinguishable from
that of Fig. 4. Furthermore, bleaching of irradiated
NaI(T1) at LHT with linearly polarized hght (430 mII)
whose electric vector was parallel to the [001jdirection

6 I". J. Keller and R. B. Murray, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 198
(1965).

7 F. J. Keller and R. B.Murray, Phys. Rev. 150) 670 (1966}.

produced a similar anisotropic absorption. The similar-
ity of these spectra to the anisotropic absorption of I2
in KI and RbI, and the identification of the symmetry
axis as (110) from Table I, leads to the conclusion that
I2 ls stable ln NRI Rt LHT.

The thermal stability of I2 in NaI was examined by
measuring the anisotropic absorption at 875 mp from
oriented Vx centers in NaI(Eu) as the crystal was
slowly warmed above LHT. The anisotropy was found
to decrease rapidly above 48'K, the maximum rate of
decrease occurring at 52 K. A second feature of the
absorption spectrum which can be used to monitor the
instability of self-trapped holes is associated with several
rather sharp bands in the near ultraviolet which occur
upon irradiation of NaI(Tl). Similar bands have been
reported in irradiated KI(Tl) by Hersh, 4 who labeled
them as the "thallium perturbation bands" P g, I'2, and
I'3, occurring at X=305, 264, and 257 mp, respectively.
Hersh showed that these bands in KI(Tl) are apparently
due to the perturbation of the Tl+ ion by a trapped
defect. The I'i and P3 bands are very likely due to
trapping of a hole at Tl+, as they increase abruptly in
KI(Tl) at about 105'K, where the self-trapped holes
begin to di6use through the lattice. In the case of
NaI(Tl), we ftnd similar radiation-induced bands at 312,
277, and 257 mp, and we note that the 312- and 257-mII,
bands increase in intensity abruptly just below 60'K.
By analogy with KI(T1), we believe that the three
bands at 312, 277, and 257 mp, are I'g, I'2, and I'g bands,
respectively, and that the I'~ and I'3 bands are due to
trapping of a hole at Tl+.

Considering the temperature dependence of the
anisotropic absorption, and the behavior of the I'
bands, we conclude that V~ centers become mobile in
NRI at a temperature of about 58'K, to be compared
with 105'K in KI. On this basis, the thermal activation
energy for motion of I2 ions in NaI is approximately
0.15 eV.

It is noted in the top of Fig. 4 that the radiation-
induced absorption spectrum of NaI(T1) contains a
prominent band whose peak wavelength occurs at
620 mp, at LHT. This band is apparently not associated
with absorption in V~ centers, as there is no evidence
of a prominent peak at this wavelength in the aniso-
tropic-absorption spectrum. Furthermore, this band is
stable upon heating to LNT, and is in fact introduced
by irradiation at LNT (the peak wavelength at LNT is
~630 mII). Studies of tllc cxcltatloll spcctl'util of
luminescence, which is attributed to the recombination
of electrons with V~ centers, described below, leads to
the conclusion that the 620-mp, band is associated with
an electron-excess center. It is not to be identi6ed as the
Ii band, however, as we have produced Ii centers by
prolonged irradiation of nonactivated NaI at room
temperature, and And the peak. wavelength of the Ii
band at LNT to be 596 mp. Furthermore, irradiation of
"pure" NaI at I HT with a dose equal to that of Fig. 4
produced an extremely small F-band absorption (OD
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above ~50'K is due to a simple competition with a
nonradiative process, then the luminescence efficiency
should be described by a function of the form

I f'

I'„+v exp( —E/kT)

where I'„is the radiative-transition probability (as-
sumed independent of T), v is a constant, and E is the
thermal activation energy required to reach the
nonradiative state. An appropriate plot of the data of
Fig. 6 above 50'K shows that these data are well
described by such a function, with E=0.05 eV.

The intensity of the 540-mp band decreases with
increasing temperature above 7'K, and appears only
as a shoulder on the 400-mp, band at 40'K and above.
The 400-mp, band increases above 7'K to a maximum
near 50'K and then decreases rapidly. As shown in
Fig. 5, both of these bands are quite weak at LNT
compared to the 316-mp, band.

The spectra of Fig. 5 were obtained with a RbI
crystal obtained from Harshaw; this crystal exhibited
no impurity absorption bands in the near-infrared to
near-ultraviolet region. The three emission bands
observed at LHT have also been seen by Ramamurti
and Teegardeno during ultraviolet stimulation of "pure"
RbI with 7.7-eV photons. However, we do not observe

FIG. 5. Emission spectra from nonactivated RbI (Harshaw)
during x-ray excitation at 7 and 78'K. The spectra have been
corrected for the monochromator-detector response function.
Ordinates are directly comparable.

=0.08), not at all comparable to the 620-mp band of
Fig. 4. A study of the excitation spectrum of irradiated
KI(T1) by Hadley and co-workers' showed that there
were excitation peaks associated with an electron-excess
center, in the 500—700-mp range, and these peaks are
probably associated with the Tl center. In view of the
foregoing, we attribute the 620-mp, band to a radiation-
induced electron-excess center associated with the
thallium impurity, and, by analogy with KI(TI), we
tentatively identify it as the Tl center.

V. RECOMBINATION LUMINESCENCE IN RbI
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The luminescence-emission spectrum from non-
activated RbI during stimulation by x rays is shown in
Fig. 5. There are three principal emission bands which
are characteristic of the host material, and their peak
wavelengths at LHT are located at 316, 400, and 540
mp. The 316-mp, band is well resolved from the two
longer wavelength bands, and it persists to relatively
high temperatures. The relative intensity of this band
(measured as its area) is shown as a function of tempera-
ture in Fig. 6. If we assume that the decrease in intensity

' W. S. Hadley, S. Polick, R. G. Kaufman, and H. N. Hersh,
J. Chem. Phys. 45, 2040 (1966).
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the 316-my band in RbI
(Harshaw) during x-ray excitation. Data points represent the area
under the 316-mp, band.

' J. Ramamurti aud K. Teegardeu, Phys. Rev. 145, 698 (1966).
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any evidence that the 540-mp emission is composed of
two bands, as is indicated in their work.

A crystal of nonactivated RbI from Semi-Elements
was x rayed at LHT, and the emission spectrum was
composed of the same three bands as in Fig. 5. This
crystal showed a very weak absorption at 280 mp, , which
coincides with the peak wavelength of the thallium A
band. The observed band corresponds to a thallium
concentration of about IX10 s mole%. Similarly, the
x-rav excited emission spectrum of RbI(T1) at 7'K
contained the same three bands, but no other bands
which might be expected from thallium luminescence.
In the spectra from both of these crystals, the longer
wavelength bands at 400 and 540 mp were somewhat
weaker relative to the 316-mp band, in comparison to
the spectrum at the bottom of Fig. 5. This eQect may be
due to optical absorption in the longer wavelength
region arising from V~ centers produced during the
irradiation, as the V~ absorption spectrum overlaps
the long-wavelength bands (see Fig. 1). Experiment
shows that U~ centers are produced and stabilized at
LHT by irradiation of both of these crystals. A similar,
but more pronounced, change in relative intensities is
observed in the luminescence from crystals containing
a relatively high density of Vrr centers (see next
paragraph).

In order to determine whether the emission bands of
Fig. 5 are due to (e +Vrr) recombination, experiments
were performed with oriented V~ centers. The method is
the same as that described previously' and is discussed
here only briefly. A RbI(Tl) sample was irradiated. at
LNT, producing the absorption bands of Fig. 1 plus a
prominent P band. The crystal was cooled to LHT, and
optical excitation with F light produced an emission
containing the three bands of Fig. 5, but with weaker
intensity in the two long-wavelength bands relative to
the 316-mp band. This difference in the emission spec-
trum is attributed to self-absorption by the prominent
Vz bands resulting from the high-intensity Van de
Graaff irradiation. Light at 316 and 540 mp, was found
to be unpolarized. V~ centers were then oriented by
bleaching with linearly polarized 400-mp light whose
electric vector was parallel to the L011j axis. After
orientation, the emission bands at 316 and 540 mp, were
found to be linearly polarized with the electric vector
of the 540-mp, band parallel to the electric vector of the
bleaching light, and the 316-mp, band perpendicular.
If we assume" that the orienting transition is 0. polarized
(i.e., the transition occurs with electric vector parallel
to the molecular axis), then the 316-mp band is polarized
with electric vector parallel to the V~ axis, and the
540-mp, band is polarized with electric vector perpendic-

"Optical experiments alone cannot determine whether the
orienting transition is a or ~ polarized. The work of Delbecq,
Hayes, and Yuster, Ref. i, utilizing spin resonance, shows that the
U~ bands are o polarized in LiF, KC1, and KBr. Patten and
Marrone LPhys. Rev. 142, 513 i1966)7 have shown that the U&
bands are largely & polarized in NH4Br. We therefore assume the
U~ bands of RbI to be predominantly 0 polarized.

ular to the V~ axis. We have not attempted to measure
a polarization in the 400-mp, band as it is quite weak
and it overlaps almost precisely the strongest Vz
absorption band which is, of course, dichroic after
orientation of the V~ centers. Figure 2 shows that there
is a weak dichroic absorption at 540 mp, which could
produce an apparent polarization in the 540-my
luminescence even if the emission were unpolarized.
This effect, however, is in the opposite direction from
the polarization observed, and serves only to decrease
the magnitude of the measured polarization.

Although we were not able to measure a polarization
at 400 mp, we believe that this band is also due to
(e +V&) recombination by virtue of its persistence in
all of the x-ray excited spectra, its occurrence upon
stimulation in the F band of irradiated RbI(T1), and
its observation upon ultraviolet excitation. 9

The excitation spectrum of the 316-mp, band was
measured in irradiated RbI(T1) at LNT, and was
found to have a peak at 730 my (corresponding to the
F band) and another maximum near 1.1 p. This behavior
is quite similar to that of KI(T1).The long-wavelength
peak is presumed to arise from the optical excitation
of electrons from Tl'. Electron-trapping processes in
KI(T1) have been discussed in detail by Hadley and
co-workers. We conclude that optical stimulation in
the P band or the 1.1-p band. releases electrons which
can recombine with self-trapped holes. This recombina-
tion results in excited states which decay radiatively
to produce the 316- and 540-mp bands, as shown by the
polarized luminescence, and probably produces the
400-mp, emission.

It is interesting that optical stimulation of irradiated
RbI(T1) does not produce any luminescence which can
be identified with thallium, as is the case in KI(T1)
and NaI(T1) (see next section). The absence of thallium
luminescence is consistent with the previous observation
that no thallium perturbation bands were produced by
irradiation of RbI(T1). In both KI(T1) and NaI(T1),
low-temperature irradiation produces the perturbation
bands, and stimulation of electron-excess centers
produces thallium luminescence by the mechanism
e +Tl~-+ (Tl+)e. Apparently the Tl+ ion does not
serve as an effective hole trap in RbI, but it does serve
as an electron trap, as indicated by the formation of
stable Vz centers in RbI and the stimulability in the
long-wavelength region (~1.1 p). We must note, how-
ever, that the RbI(Tl) crystal used in these experiments
was of relatively low Tl concentration. It is possible that
hole trapping at Tl+ sites would be observed in a crystal
of considerably higher Tl content.

VI. RECOMBINATION LUMINESCENCE IN NaI

Luminescence from nonactivated NaI at low temper-
atures has been studied by Van Sciver, "who observed a

"W. J. Van Sciver, Phys. Rev. . 120, 1193 (1960); IRK Trans.
Nucl. Sci. NS-3, 39 (1956),
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sharp valley at 288 mp, arising from absorption in the
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FJG. 7. Emission spectra from nonactivated Nal (Harshaw) at
LNT and LHT during x-ray excitation. The spectra have been
corrected. Ordinates are directly comparable. The area under the
band at LNT is about 20% greater than that at LHT owing to
the greater width.

prominent emission band at 295 mp, upon excitation by
ultraviolet light of energy equal to or greater than
that of the fundamental absorption band. This same
luminescence was also observed in NaI upon excitation
by gamma rays or alpha particles. The luminescence
spectrum from nonactivated NaI at LNT and LHT has
been measured in this work during x-ray excitation, and
is in agreement with the previous studies. X-ray-excited
spectra are shown in Fig. 7. The luminescence intensity
as a function of temperature is very similar in shape to
that of Fig. 6. The maximum intensity occurs at about
70'K and decreases by 20+o in cooling to 7'K. The
intensity decreases by a factor of 11 in warming from
70 to 273'K, and the intensity is described in this
temperature region by Eq. (1) with 2=0.06 eV. The
observed temperature dependence is in good agreement
with previous measurements" of the scintillation efB-
ciency of nonactivated NaI as a function of temperature.

Irradiation of NaI(T1) at LHT results in an absorp-
tion spectrum, as shown at the top of Fig. 4. If the
crystal is illuminated with 620-mp light, the lumines-
cence spectrum is composed of the 295-mp, band plus
additional bands at 328 and 422 mp. These latter two
bands are closely analogous to known thallium-emission
bands which occur in KI(T1) at LHT (see Ref. 2 and

TABLE II. Data on V~ centers in three iodides.

Nearest-
neighbor

Principal iodine
V~ bands separation

Crystal (mp) (JJ.)

NaI 432, 880 4.57
KI 400, 800 4.99
RbI 405, 793 5.18

V~ .thermal ..

activation
energy

(eV)

=0.15
0.27

=0.32

References

This work
a, b

This work

VII. DISCUSSION

Measurements of the thermal activation energy for
the motion of V~ centers in the three alkali iodides
NaI, KI, and RbI show that the activation energy
increases with increasing size of the cation. This is the
behavior which one expects intuitively, as a close spacing
between halide ions should make it relatively easy for
the self-trapped hole to move from one site to another.
For these three alkali iodides, the thermal activation
energy for Vz motion increases monotonically with
nearest-neighbor separation distance between I ions,
as shown in Table II.

We turn now to the recombination luminescence.
Electron spin-resonance experiments have shown that
the self-trapped hole is a property of the pure crystal
lattice, i.e., it is not adjacent to another defect such as
an impurity ion or a vacancy. If an electron recombines
with a V~ center to produce an excited state, then this
state is one which is a property of the pure crystal
lattice and which has the normal charge. It is, of course,
a nonconducting state as the electron and hole are
bound. It must be noted that these are states in which
the lattice retains the axis of symmetry characteristic
of the I~, as shown by the polarized luminescence
experiments. Thus, the excited state must be one in
which the captured electron is confined to an orbital
about the V~ center, and this configuration is retained
during the lifetime of the radiative state, i.e., the
nuclear coordinates do not relax to restore cubic syrn-

metry about an excited I ion. These states are, there-
fore, ~not the same as exciton states populated by

~ W. J. Van Sciver and L. Bogart, IRK Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-S,
90 (1958). & Reference 6. b Reference 7.
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optical absorption in the fundamental band. The
(e +Vx) states correspond instead to a "self-trapped"
or "relaxed" exciton.

In connection with the above, we are led to ask
whether exciton states populated optically (by excita-
tion in the fundamental band) relax to trapped-exciton
states of the (e +Vx) configuration. The mechanism
envisioned is one in which the exciton state is initially
created in cubic symmetry, followed by a relaxation of
nuclear coordinates to an (e +Vx) state. Evidence
that this relaxation process does occur in some cases
is found by a comparison of the luminescence-emission

spectra resulting from excitation in the fundamental
band with the emission spectra from (e +Vx) excited
states created by recombination events: For example,
Van Sciver" has observed ultraviolet excitation of the
295-mp emission band in NaI by light in the funda-
mental band. The low-energy emission band (371 mp)
of KI has been observed by stimulation in the funda-
mental band, " but the high-energy band (300 mp) is
excited only by ultraviolet light of higher energy. The
low-energy emission band of KBr (546 mp) is stimulated
by ultraviolet light in the region of the exciton doublet,
whereas the high-energy band (280 mp) is excited only
by higher energy photons. '4 Thus, in these cases, the
low-energy (e +Vie) emission bands (and the only
band of NaI) are excited by stimulation in the funda-
mental band. We note, however, that there are (e +Vx)
states which are not populated by fundamental band
excitation, e.g., the high-energy emission bands in KI
and KBr. Conversely, there are radiative states
populated by fundamental band excitation which are
not reached by (e +Vx) recombination. In KI, we
have observed that ultraviolet excitation in the funda-
mental band at I.HT excites a luminescence band at
410 mp, in contrast to the (e +Vir) luminescence
at 300 and 371 mp. The latter bands are excited
by ultraviolet excitation of energy higher than the
fundamental band. The 410-mp, band is temperature
dependent, decreasing rapidly near 60'K, and is not
resolved at LNT. (In view of the temperature depend-
ence, this band probably does not contribute to the
longer wavelength photoluminescence reported by
Teegarden" at 113'K.) Ramamurti and Teegarden'
have observed that stimulation of RbI at 10'K by
ultraviolet light in the fundamental band excites a
prominent emission at 470 mp, this band is absent in
ultraviolet stimulation at higher energies, and it is
absent in the x-ray excited spectrum of Fig. 5. Further-
more, it is not observed in the (e +Vrr) recombination
luminescence reported here. Thus, it appears that there
is not a simple one-to-one correspondence between all

"K. J. Teegarden and R. Weeks, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 10,
211 (1959);K. Teegarden, Phys. Rev. 105, 1222 (1957)."J.Ramamurti and K. J.Teegarden, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11,
246 (1966).

exciton states excited optically and those states formed

by (e +Vx) recombination.
The identi6cation of the electronic states involved

in the (e +V&) center has been suggested by Kabler'
in terms of states of the X -X molecule. The ground
state is expected to be a 'Z,+ state. Electric dipole
transitions are allowed from 'Z„or'II„excited states,
the 'Z„—+'Z,+ transition being r polarized and the
'lI„—+'Z,+ transition ~ polarized. In the emission

spectra of both KI and RbI, the high-energy band is 0.

polarized and the low-energy band is x polarized, "so
that it is reasonable to assign these transitions to
'Z„—+ 'Z,+ and 'll„—+ 'Z +, respectively. A similar

situation exists in KBr. In NaI only the x-polarized
transition is observed, presumably from the '0„—+ 'Z,+
transition. A possible interpretation for the observed

properties of the emission bands and their temperature
dependence is given by the work of Wood, " who

considers excited states of the (e +Vx) configuration.

Taking into account the "noncrossing rule" for states
of the same symmetry, he suggests that the lowest
excited state ('II„)should be one with the electron in a
very diGuse orbital about the Vz center with a corre-
spondingly long lifetime against radiative decay, and
that the higher energy 'Z„state should retain a highly
localized character with a short lifetime. This suggestion
is in fact borne out for the cases of KI and KBr where
the lifetimes of the high-energy states are 10 ' and
5X10 ' sec, respectively, and for the low-energy
states 2X10 ' and 7&(10 ' sec."" The lifetime
associated with the 540-mp band in RbI is also anom-
alously long, 7&&10 ' sec, and the lifetime of the
316-mp luminescence is shorter than 5X10 ' sec.'
On the basis of the configuration coordinate diagram
proposed, " the decreasing luminescence eS.ciency at
higher temperatures results from thermal excitation
from the bound states of the (e +Vir) to conduction
band states or directly to the 'Z,+ ground state. It
does not seem possible to explain the increasing lumines-
cence eKciency at very low temperatures in the 316-mp,
band of RbI or the 295-mp band of NaI, other than to
speculate that the radiative states are being populated
thermally from other excited states of long radiative
lifetimes. In connection with this increasing lumines-
cence eKciency, we must be careful to note that the
measurements shown in Fig. 6, and similarly for NaI,
were taken during x-ray excitation, and the temperature
dependence arises not only from the radiative-transition
probability of the excited states involved, but also from
the production efficiency of Vz centers and the probabil-
ity of recombination to form an (e +Vz) state. We

"These statements assume that the orienting transition is o.

polarized, as discussed previously.
i~ R. F. Wood, Phys. Rev. 151, 629 (1966).
'7 R. K. Ahrenkiel, Solid State Commun. 4, 21. (1966).
"M. N. Kabler, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 246 (1966).
io D. Frohlich {private communication).
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have no guarantee that these processes are temperature
independent; such effects might well contribute to the
observed temperature dependence.

Another interesting feature of the recombination
luminescence is the fact that NaI exhibits only one
prominent emission band in contrast to the two bands
of KI and RbI (possibly three). The presence of only a

x-polarized band. in NRI indicates that the Z„state is
not populated in the recombination or else it is not
stable. Rood" suggests that the minimum in. the
potential energy of the 'Z„state may occur near the
crossover point of the various excited levels, such that
the 'Z„state empties into the lower energy 'II~ state
and only this emission is observed.
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Some Properties of Defects Produced by Ionizing Radiation in KC1
between 80 and 300'K*

E. SoNnzz, W. A. Sxnrzv, J. E. Rowz, t aNn C. M. Nzx. soNt

Solid State Bi%sion, Oak Ridge National Iaborutory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

(Received 29 July 1966)

A number of experimental techniques have been combined to study radiation-induced defects that are
complementary to F centers. One series of experiments, in which the resistance to dislocation motion due to
interstitial centers was monitored by means of Row-stress changes, indicated that the centers produced by
irradiation at 80'K and warming in the dark to room temperature were less effective barriers than were those
produced by irradiation above 150'K. In a second series of experiments, measurement of vacancy-center
bleaching rates indicated that defects produced by 80'K irradiation and warming to room temperature were
much more easily bleached out than were those created by irradiation above 150'K. These results appeared
to be correlated with changes in the ultraviolet absorption spectra where, for liquid-nitrogen irradiation
and warming, the main absorption band appeared near 228 nm, whereas, for irradiation above 150'K, the
main absorption appeared near 190 and 215 nm. The peak of the latter band moved to shorter wavelengths
for higher irradiation temperatures. The results may be explained by assuming that interstitial clusters,
together with vacancy centers, are produced by ionizing radiation, and that the clusters are of diferent sizes,
depending upon irradiation temperature. There is also some evidence that trace impurities of concentration
in the points per million (ppm) range influence the clustering process.

I. INTRODUCTION

~ NLY recently has the role of interstitials in the
radiation-damage processes of the alkali halides

been appreciated. In fact, the existence of interstitials
in irradiated alkali halides was not established at all
until ESR results published in 1958 showed' that, for
temperatures below about 55'K, the H center, an inter-
stitial center, ' was produced by radiation. As a result
of this work, it was concluded' that vacancy-interstitial
pairs, Frenkel defects, were the predominant imper-
fections produced by radiation in the alkali halides at
low temperatures. Later, Nadeau4 was able to postulate
froIQ a conlpRllson of optlcRl-RbsoI'ptlon Rnd Qow-stress

~ Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
under contract with Union Carbide Corporation.

f Present address: Physics Department, Brown University,
Providence, Rhode Island.

f Consultant from Emory and Henry College, Emory, Virginia.
'%. Kanzig and T. O. %oodru8, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 9, 70

(1958).
~ For the purposes of this paper we use "interstitial center" as

a generic term to cover all defects made up predominantly of
interstitial halide, such as single interstitial ions or atoms, molecule
ions containing more than one interstitial, etc. Similarly, we deane
"vacancy centers" as defects made up predominantly of negative-
ion vacancies, such as Ii, P', a centers, and F-aggregate centers.

3%.D. Compton and C. C. Klick, Phys. Rev. 110,349 (1958).
4 J. S. Nadeau, J. Appl. Phys. M, 3480 (1962).

measurements that interstitial centers were produced
even in the case of room-temperature irradiation. More
recent experiments~~ have tended to conlrm this
hypothesis and to support the idea that Frenkel-pair
production occurs under ionizing radiation at all
temperatures.

Even though we now believe that Frenkel pairs are
produced by radiation at all temperatures, the marked
differences in damage rates when samples contain
impurities or when they are irradiated at diferent
temperatures' " must still be accounted for. These
differences could be due to either a temperature and
impurity dependence of the production mechanism or
mechanisms" or to defect recombination processes.

' J.S.Nadeau, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 2248 (1963);35, 1248 (1965).
6%. A. Sibley and E. Sonder, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 2366 (1963).
7%'. A. Sibley and J.R. Russell, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 810 (1965).
8 J. H. Schulman and %'. D. Compton, Color Centersin Solids

(The Macmillan Company, New York, 1962), Chap. 7.
9 K. Sonder and Vjf. A. Sibley, Phys. Rev. j.40, A539 (1965)."C. L. Bauer and R. B.Gordon, Phys. Rev. 126, 73 (1962)."T.P. P. Hall, D. Pooley, and P. T. %'edepohl, Proc. Phys.

Soc. (London) 83, 635 (1964}."C.B.Luschchik G. G. Liidya, and M. A. Elango, Fiz. Tverd.
Tela 6, 2256 (1964) [English transL: Soviet Phys. —Solid State 6,
1'/89 (1965)g."D.Pooley, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London} 87, 245 (1966);87, 25'E

(1966).


